Concluding Remarks

To conclude transport infrastructure develops over time, space and scale in patterns that seem to revolve over time. Shifts between organizations in the public sector and by private sector actors are a recurring theme. As the scale and scope of transport infrastructure changes it is also the case that ownership-control and financing (and planning) takes new forms but mostly in waves between centralization/governmentalization as altered by decentralization/privatization. Over time there is an alternative to strategic infrastructure planning, that is being organized as public-sector activities (only).

Openings for decentralized spontaneous market orderings is an alternative that has been discussed in the literature and of which there are numerous examples in reality, based on proprietary rights. These alternatives seem to offer a variety of local solutions and learning processes at many different levels in society. Ideas and themes from the discussion on multi-level governance seem to come close to these alternatives. The knowledge problem, which is inherent in centralized decision structures, perhaps particularly in the public sector, also seems likely to handle with measures like these to some extent. Reforms within the public sector primarily focused on reorganization at new spatial levels might
though, without an understanding of the planning potentials at different spatial levels, result in new government failures.

The two current different development strategies in the EU and the US seem primarily to represent the public-sector variants of centralization and decentralization. Some measures conforming to market practices are apparent but could probably be strengthened compared to the present policies.

The success of actually having the Interstate Highway System in the US built was partly due to the stronger coordination powers that the federal government was given in the 1950s. Without arguing that all the decisions taken in relation to this system were necessarily justified or well informed from a coordination and knowledge perspective, it seems likely that the centralization of powers during this period was decisive for the success of the construction program. This could be a message to the EU in the current situation. Stronger strategic coordination might be called for if missing links in the EU transport infrastructure system should be realized. Another important message from the point of view might be that market orderings, to the extent possible, should be utilized. These orderings seem to produce knowledge as an end result. Strategic transport infrastructure planning could possibly favor a combination of both measures.

Mainstream literature, while partly discussing institutional aspects on transport infrastructure planning and acknowledging information and agency-related phenomena, seems surprisingly disconnected from the discussion around how coordination in the economy actually can arise. This is true also for the limited (at least explicit) interest in the knowledge problem in public sector planning. All in all, the perspectives of time, scope, and scale tells us something additional about transport infrastructure in comparison to the main stream paradigms of neoclassical and centralized government responsibility for transport infrastructure systems. It is important that we continue to learn more about these alternative perspectives in order to understand transport infrastructure and its development over time.
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